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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2017 is provided to the community of Penrith Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Chantal Beltran

Principal

School contact details

Penrith Public School
51 High St
Penrith, 2750
www.penrith-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
penrith-p.School@det.nsw.edu.au
4721 2158
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School background

School vision statement

Penrith Public School strives to promote our core values of respect, cooperation, learning and environment. We promote
excellence and equity by working to engage all students to become successful learners, confident, creative, and
informed citizens of the 21st century.

 

We provide educational experiences and opportunities that engage and motivate all students to learn, discover and
critically analyse their knowledge.

 

A culture of inclusivity, respect and acceptance of individuality is fostered across all levels of the school community.

 

School context

Penrith Public School, with a rich 150 year history, has a current enrolment of 422 students. 29 of these students are in
the Hearing and Multi–categorical support classes. Enrolments are predominantly of English–speaking background with
an increasing number of students from other backgrounds (43 nationalities), with largest representation from Asian and
Arabic speaking countries; there is a significant Aboriginal enrolment (35 students). Enrolment numbers areare steadily
increasing due to housing developments in the school intake area.  There is a turnover of approximately 75 students
annually. There are significant socio–economic variations within the Penrith drawing area.

The placing of students in learning stages, the integration of some support class students and the provision of an
enrichment class successfully caters for our student needs and promotes the development of highly creative, literate and
numerate students. A strong social skills program teaches students to make appropriate choices in behaviour and
focuses on values for life.

The school motto ‘Forward with Pride’ reflects our emphasis on positive self esteem and resilience. Students are
provided with the opportunity to develop their interests and abilities and to succeed at their personal best through extra
programs in academic, sporting, cultural and performing arts areas.

The school has strong community links through a small but active P&C, playgroup, Saturday School and cooperation
with the neighbouring church.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. During the external
validation process, an independent panel of peer principals considered our evidence and assessment of the school’s
progress, aligned with the standards articulated in the School Excellence Framework.

The results of this process indicated indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain ofLearning, we are rated
as Sustaining and Growing across four of the learningelements and Delivering in Student Performance Measures.

 

The evidence shows that the teaching staff is committed tothe wellbeing of all students and whole school systems have
been put in place to monitor the academic and social needs of the students and involve parents and carers in the
planning process of Individual Learning Plans. It also identifies that the staff are collaboratively programming and
developing assessments that align to syllabus outcomes. The data that is collected is analysed by the teachers and used
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inform future teaching. In regards to Student Performance Measures, students at Penrith Primary School are showing
improvement in various learning elements and clusters across both the Literacy and Numeracy continuums, however our
school is still working towards having 20%of students achieving at the higher level and are beginning to use internal data
sources to monitor the academic results of all students across the school.

In the School Excellence Framework domain of teaching, we are rated as Sustaining and Growing in the domains of
Collaborative Practice and Learning and Development. We are rated as Delivering in the domains of Effective Classroom
Practice, Data Skills and Use and Professional Standards.

Assessments and mathematics overviews are developed during the stage collaborative planning days throughout the
year. During the collaborative planning days, teachers look at internal data sources to identify specific areas that need to
be revised, along with indicating specific children that may require targeting learning programs or extension activities that
align to higher stage outcomes. Timetables and targeted learning activities have been designed to ensure across the
school every child has the opportunity to be involved in engaging learning experiences which are tailored and
personalised to the needs of each child. The teachers work alongside the SLSOs to collaborative program and discuss
suggested strategies and teaching activities to enhance the social, academic and behavioural needs of the students. At
Penrith PS, the staff are extremely dedicated and often demonstrate their responsibility and collaborative efficacy to
contribute to broader programs.  

In the School Excellence Framework domain of Learning, we are rated as Sustaining and Growing across all four of the
leading elements.

Teachers are provided with leadership opportunities in various areas Performance Development Plans (PDPs) allow
teachers to express interest in leading teams, professional learning and curriculum programs. Kickstart to Kindy is a
kindergarten transition program which is led by a classroom teacher who has expressed interest in developing her
leadership skills, along with demonstrating the capability to engage community programs and strengthen parent
involvement.  The collection of NCCD data and maintenance of these records is also done by classroom teachers who
have demonstrated their leadership capacity across the school in various domains.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

QUALITY TEACHING & LEARNING

Purpose

To develop in students a love of life–long learning and to acquire the necessary 21st century skills including
strengthening literacy and numeracy.

To develop in teachers the capacity to implement a high quality, differentiated curriculum through collaboration, shared
expertise and professional development.

Overall summary of progress

Throughout 2017, teachers were collaboratively to design teaching and learning programs across all Key learning Areas.
They were provided with a collaborative planning day for the first 3 terms. Teachers have develop scope and sequences
along with assessments that are aligned to the New South Wales curriculum and have used the information gained from
the assessment tasks to develop personalised learning experiences within all classrooms. All teachers engaged in
professional learning around Success Criteria and worked in stage teams to develop success criteria which aligned to
areas of development which was indicated through internal and external data sources. We have used the expertise in the
school to run professional learning on numeracy and literacy programs along with running tailored workshops on the
effective use of ICT’s in the classroom.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

100% of classrooms and
timetables structured to facilitate
the explicit teaching of targeted
skills during prime learning times

Increase in student growth from
year three to five, evidenced by
NAPLAN data

Increased number of students
reading at or above grade level

100% students utilise technology
as a tool to achieve syllabus
outcomes

100% of teachers in K–2 utilising
L3 techniques in the classroom

All stages represented in learning
support and curriculum planning
teams.

100% of Aboriginal students have
PLPs

100% of students with a disability
have IEPs

 • Collaborative Planning
Days = $7,597
 • Teacher Relief to allow
class teachers to visit
school relating to learning
goals = $1,000

 • RFF timetable has been structure to allow
teachers from the same grade to have time off class
to analyse students assessment data and plan
future teaching activities
 • Student Learning and Support Officers have been
utilised through a fluid timetable to cater for the
various learning needs in the school
 • L3 teaching strategies are implemented across
K–2 classrooms, which has had a positive impact
on NAPLAN results in Year 3 across all
components of literacy.
 • A restructure of the RFF timetable to allow 2
teachers to share expertise and support the
integration of technology into teaching and learning
programs
 • All parents and stakeholder have been active
participants in the creation of IEPs and PLPs
 • All grades have been allocated collaborative
plannings days each term. This has improved
teacher consistency and assessment practices
across the school. 

Next Steps

We are trialling the use of learning goals to follow on from our work on success criteria. Teachers will be provided with
professional learning to develop and so they feel confident integrating learning goals into their classroom through the
year. We will continue to participate in collaborative planning days as 98% of teachers believed they allowed for
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important collegial discussions and improved learning experiences and their assessment procedures. Our school will
also be using funds to allow teachers to work alongside a mentor and develop their capacity in integrating iPads and
laptops into their classroom. Teachers will also have the opportunity to engage in professional learning using the Google
Drive. A focus for the school will also be the implementation of the literacy and numeracy progressions as we have been
chosen as a supplementary school to support the implementation.
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Strategic Direction 2

SUCCESSFUL ENGAGED & RESILIENT LEARNERS

Purpose

To ensure students have the tools needed to become engaged, successful, and resilient learners, able to take pride in
themselves and reach their personal goals, supported by productive pedagogies, effective student welfare, equity and
well being programs.

Overall summary of progress

Throughout 2017, students were provided with the opportunity to participate in the Peer Support program. The program
allowed Stage 3 students to develop their leadership skills and it also helped with forming positive relationships across
the school population. The values taught were discussed with the teachers, which resulted in creating a program that
catered to the needs of our students. Our school continued to participate in the Panthers on the Prowl program which
involved Stage 2 and Stage 3 students. As a staff, we discussed our currentwellbeing policy and have formed a team
that will develop a wellbeing policy that will be implementing during 2018. All teachers have been trained in SENTRAL
and how to use it effectively to record behaviour and to search student details and contact information. Our Learning and
Support Team (LST) continue to meet weekly to discuss the individual needs of various students. We have also formed a
partnership with the Australian Catholic University (ACU) and have employed their students to work individually with
students who require assistance with speech and language. We trialled the Rock and Water program which had great
success and also worked with a local chaplain to run anxiety programs for groups of girls.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Active senior anti bullying peer
support leadership program

Improved attendance from 92% –
95%

Reduction in numbers of students
coming to school on time

3% decrease in partial and full
day absences

50% increase in male students
seeking leadership opportunities

Significant number of students
displaying positive playground
and classroom behaviours as
evidenced by Gold Awards and a
reduction of entries on the board

 • Liven Deadly (ATSI)
Program = $15,000
 • Chaplaincy Program =
$1,500
 • Rock and Water Program
= $6,640
 • Peer Support (Leadership
Training) = $1,000
 • Tutor Program (SLSO
funds) = $41,123
 • Circle Time Program =
$20,617
 • Enrichment Programs =
$40,730 

 • Peer Support has been successfully implemented
in the school and aligned with aspects of the
Learning and Wellbeing Framework
 • We have had a reduction in unexplained
absences as SENTRAL parent notifications are
sent out to families and reasons for absences are
being provided.
 • Chaplain was employed to run the 'Girl Power'
program which focused on self–confidence and
resilience
 • Teachers were provided with professional
learning in the 'Rock and Water' program
 • Increase in the number of students who have
received gold awards.

Next Steps

After discussion with teachers, we have decided to implement a whole school behaviour management system in
classrooms. The teachers will trial the system for 5 weeks and will provide feedback at a meeting. The feedback will
allow for adjustments to be made if required. This was designed as teachers expressed their view that we need great
consistency with classroom behaviour management.  Our school has formed a wellbeing committee. The committee will
be involved in discussing the wellbeing policy, organising school signs which illustrate behaviour expectations and
meeting each term to monitor and evaluate the wellbeing programs in place. A parent workshop will be held to discuss
the wellbeing policy and show connections to the DoE reform ‘TheWellbeing Framework’.  A teacher will be released for
2 hours each week to run anxiety programs and the Rock and Water program given the success that was achieved in
minimising the negative behaviour in 2017. As a school we are looking at ways to strengthen student leadership and
building the leadership capacity of our teachers in our school and local network.
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Strategic Direction 3

STIMULATING, SECURE & INCLUSIVE

Purpose

To develop a culture of inclusive collaboration within the school and wider community, through instilling trust,
encouraging strategic support and ensuring open communication.

To build an aesthetic, safe and stimulating school learning environment through taking pride in our classrooms, buildings
and grounds.

Overall summary of progress

Our school employed Jie Pittman who ran the ‘Liven Deadly’ program for ATSI students. We had 17 students attend and
all students enjoyed participating in the program and connecting to their land and culture. They performed at our
assemblies and cultural celebrations. One teacher at our school ran ‘CircleTime’ across the school which allowed
students to discuss their feelings and share experiences with other children. The program helped relieve anxiety in
children and allowed for greater harmonious culture in the classrooms. Our school continued to participate in dance
festivals and sporting gala days which allowed the students to connect with the community and build partnerships with
other local schools. Our Stage 3 students participated in the ‘First Foot Forward’ program which allowed our students to
work with university students and visit the UWS campus and engage in various STEM activities. Our school fosters the
needs of all students and in doing so has developed a ‘reverse integration’ strategy where students in both mainstream
and support classes are able to transition into other classes for an amount of time to ensure their academic abilities are
being met and to extend those students who require accelerated learning experiences.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

50%increase in parent feedback
in affirming the schools strategic
direction and processes in
delivering quality learning
experiences

High levels of community
connectedness, participation,
satisfaction and trust in the
school measured through parent
feedback during interviews, P&C
meetings and high turn–up at
school events

 • Liven Deadly (ATSI)
Program = $15,000
 • Chaplaincy Program =
$1,500
 • National Tree Day = $500
 • STARS professional
learning for 2 staff members
= $1,000
 • L3 Training = $3,000
 • Beginning School Well
Funds (Play and Chat
group) = $7, 500

 • Parent workshops have been delivered to
improve their understanding of the continuums and
how to use various strategies to teach mathematics
at home
 • Parents and community 

Next Steps

Throughout our new school plan we are looking to engage the parents and community more in our school. We will be
holding parent workshops to discuss curriculum initiatives and policies that are in place at the school and will ask for
feedback. This is to ensure there is a collective responsibility to ensure the best for our students. Parents will have the
opportunity to provide their skills and expertise so teachers can invite parents in to share their skills and knowledge with
the students if the teaching and learning programs relate to any specific skills. We are partnering with Penrith High
School to develop a focus group for our students who require acceleration in mathematics. The program will focus
around the Maths Olympiad and it will allow our students to work with like minds. All students will be surveyed on their
learning styles and staff will be provided with professional learning around student engagement to enhance the teaching
and learning in all classrooms. We will also be looking at trying to form partnerships with local high schools to see if their
senior students can run sessions in art, sport, drama and other Key learning Areas for our students who express interest
each term.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$52,303.00 The funding has allowed for an assistant
principal to be off–class and support teachers
in collaborative planning and assessment
procedures. Funds have been allocated to
support mentoring opportunities and
collaboration across all areas of the school. 
The assistant principal has been able to work
with colleagues in analysing internal and
external data sources to track student
achievement and align school procedures
with departmental requirements to ensure
quality education opportunities are provided
to all students. 

Socio–economic background $188,418 In Year 3 we had an increase of students
achieving in the top 2 bands for Reading and
in Grammar and Punctuation.

In Year 5 we had an increase of students
achieving in the top 2 bands for spelling..

Support for beginning teachers $4,603 Additional Release From Face to Face
teaching has been allocated to beginning
teachers to allow for mentoring opportunistic,
collaborative evaluation of programs and to
support the accreditation process at proficient
level. The funds allocated to school have also
been used to support additional professional
learning opportunities for teachers to ensure
they are using current teaching practices and
embedding quality teaching activities for all
students. 

Targeted student support for
refugees and new arrivals

$1,865 Data evaluation in consultation with Learning
Support Team confirms all students entitled to
additional support demonstrated growth
throughout the year. Feedback from parents
and class teachers indicates strengthened
home/school partnerships..

Aboriginal background loading $22,867 Liven Deadly program supported all
Aboriginal students from Kindergarten to Year
6. Aboriginal SLSO provided literacy support
via tutor program to all Aboriginal students
requiring additional support across all stages.
Aboriginal SLSO worked closely with
community to strengthen partnerships
between school and home, resulting in
improved attendance and increased access to
extra–curricular activities.

English language proficiency $75,427.50 All eligible students supported individually and
in small groups, according to individual need.
Students receiving support discussed at
weekly Learning Support Team meetings and
adjustments made according to their evolving
needs.

Low level adjustment for disability $62,971 School Learning Support Officers provided
ongoing support to all identified students
throughout the year, as allocated by the
Learning Support Team.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2014 2015 2016 2017

Boys 204 202 194 218

Girls 191 195 197 200

Due to a number of new housing estates and
construction of apartment blocks within the school
intake area, enrolments at Penrith Public School are
increasing at a steady pace.  It is anticipated this
growth will continue.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 93.7 92.4 94.8 94.4

1 92.7 92.6 90.7 92.6

2 94.2 91.1 92.8 93.3

3 95 93.5 93.7 93.9

4 92.6 92.7 90.5 91.8

5 92.4 93.3 93.3 92.3

6 93.6 92.9 94.9 89.7

All Years 93.4 92.6 92.9 92.6

State DoE

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 95.2 94.4 94.4 94.4

1 94.7 93.8 93.9 93.8

2 94.9 94 94.1 94

3 95 94.1 94.2 94.1

4 94.9 94 93.9 93.9

5 94.8 94 93.9 93.8

6 94.2 93.5 93.4 93.3

All Years 94.8 94 94 93.9

Management of non-attendance

Student attendance is monitored by class teachers and
followed up by the school Executive.  The Principal
works in collaboration with the Home School Liaison
Officer to review whole school attendance patterns and
address non–attendance in a timely manner.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Deputy Principal(s) 0

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Head Teacher(s) 0

Classroom Teacher(s) 16.99

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.42

Learning & Support Teacher(s) 1.1

Teacher Librarian 0.8

Teacher of ESL 0.6

School Counsellor 1

School Administration & Support
Staff

6.22

Other Positions 0

*Full Time Equivalent

The Australian Education Regulation, 2014 requires
schools to report on Aboriginal composition of their
workforce.  In 2017, two members of staff identify as
being of Aboriginal descent.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 95

Postgraduate degree 5

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Throughout 2017, teaching staff at Penrith Public
School accessed a diverse range of professional
learning opportunities designed to achieve some of
their professional development goals, support school
strategic directions and consolidate knowledge and
understanding of curriculum.  Penrith Public School has
a total of nine new scheme teachers.  

Teacher Professional Learning (TPL) was accessed in
the following areas:
 • Language, Learning and Literacy (L3).  The

program provides intensive, explicit learning
experiences in the areas of reading and writing. 
All teachers in Early Stage One and
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Stage One utilise L3 strategies during literacy
activities

 • Autism support in mainstream and support
settings

 • The school counsellor attended workshops and
professional learning sessions throughout the
year

 • Numeracy across the curriculum
 • Behaviour management webinars
 • Sentral webinars for monitoring attendance,

student wellbeing, learning support and
communication

 • Nationally Consistent Collection of Data
 • Reading Recovery
 • Implementing the new History syllabus
 • Implementing the new Geography syllabus
 • Teaching Students from Refugee Backgrounds

Mandatory/Compliance Training:
 • Child Protection
 • Asthma
 • Anaphylaxis
 • Emergency Care
 • Work Health and Safety
 • CPR
 • First Aid
 • Code of Conduct and Dignity and Respect in the

Workplace

Financial information (for schools
fully deployed to SAP/SALM)

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2017 to 31
December 2017. 

2017 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 323,206

Revenue 4,096,285

Appropriation 3,984,416

Sale of Goods and Services 8,189

Grants and Contributions 99,055

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 4,625

Expenses -3,859,199

Recurrent Expenses -3,859,199

Employee Related -3,645,145

Operating Expenses -214,055

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

237,086

Balance Carried Forward 560,292

The school finance committee consists of the school
Executive, School Administrative Manager and teacher
representatives.  The finance committee allocates
funds across all curriculum areas, as well as for
maintenance/upgrade of grounds, equipment and
human resources

In 2016, our school transitioned to LMBR, with full
implementation in 2017. As such, it is not possible to
accurately identify, or comment on, any significant
monetary increases or decreases between years.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 
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2017 Actual ($)

Base Total 2,628,960

Base Per Capita 63,041

Base Location 0

Other Base 2,565,920

Equity Total 478,227

Equity Aboriginal 35,221

Equity Socio economic 188,418

Equity Language 91,199

Equity Disability 163,389

Targeted Total 566,902

Other Total 179,926

Grand Total 3,854,016

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

Year 3 NAPLAN results for 2017 demonstrated a 16%
increase of students performing in the top 2 bands for
Writing. This could be due to the L3 program and the
differentiated teaching practices.

Year 5 NAPLAN results for 2017 demonstrated a 7%
increase of students performing in the top 2 bands for
Spelling. This could be due to the whole school
implementing a core spelling program.
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In Year 3, there was an increase of 13% of our students
achieving in the top 2 band from the previous year in
Data, Measurement, Space and Geometry.

In Year 5, we have had an increase of 5% of students
achieving in the top 2 bands in Numeracy.

The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Go to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access
the school data.

In Year 5, we have had a 16% increase of ATSI
students in the top 2 bands for reading.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

The school has offered parents the opportunity to
participate in parent information session and
workshops. The workshop and information sessions
were around the continuums, how to engage their
children at home and using various mathematical
strategies at home to support their children. Feedback
via surveys was extremely positive. The majority of
parents who attended found the presentations
engaging and worthwhile. A total of 95.7% of parents
would like to attend more information sessions and
workshops as they feel it has helped them gain a
clearer understanding around their children's
education, as well as various strategies to support
their learning within the home context.  From
evaluations, our school was able to identify other areas
that parents would like support in, such as developing
reading strategies, using Microsoft applications and
developing ways to use various household items to
engage in learning.

We held a parent and community meeting to evaluate
the school strategic plan, overall the parents felt the
school was tracking very well with annual milestones
and targets. It was stated that by using Facebook,
notes and newsletters, parents felt informed and
up–to–date with what was happening in the school.
They stated the school is very community orientated as
parents and the community are openly invited to
fundraising events, education week and assemblies.
They also really like how we engage with the high
school and local university to promote additional
learning activities for their children.

Teachers at Penrith Public School believe we have an
inclusive culture and provide positive learning
experiences for all students. Through survey
evaluations, a number of staff have expressed that the
learning culture and collaboration within the school
continues to strengthen. A number of staff members
have enjoyed participating in leadership opportunities
and being able to lead aspects of the school plan and
share knowledge with staff through professional
learning opportunities. We are focusing on the effective
integration of technology and continue to support this
initiative through releasing teachers from Face to Face
teaching to build the expertise of others. Teachers
across the school have participated in collaborative
planning days and feel that these collaborative
practices have helped with teacher consistency and
analysing data to guide future teaching.

Students across the school feel supported in their
learning and have demonstrated they enjoy their
learning experiences. A numbers of students have
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expressed their appreciation of the school to implement
programs that also target their social and emotional
well being needs. Our senior students have enjoyed
participating in Peer Supports, as it has developed their
leaderships skills and helped them build positive
relationships with other students across the various
grades in the school.  Students have been provided
with the opportunity to use surveys and feedback forms
to reflect on their learning and offer suggestions to
teachers how various learning experiences can be
further enhanced to support their learning.  By
participating in various discussion across the school,
students have identified that they feel the school cares
for them and that they are able to approach teachers at
anytime to discuss and issues that may arise.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Aboriginal education and cultural awareness is
embedded throughout all teaching and learning
programs across the school. Students participate in
various creative and performing arts programs with the
local Aboriginal community, resulting in strong and
valued partnerships.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Multicultural perspectives are embedded in teaching
and learning programs across all stages. Students
participated in Harmony Day, Multicultural Day,
Pedlars’ Fair (Food from Other Lands) and numerous
other activities in order to acknowledge and celebrate
diversity within our school community and beyond. The
school HSIE scope and sequence ensures that
students’ perspectives are broadened and appreciation
of diverse cultural heritages encouraged.
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